
 

Year 2 Home Learning Suggested Maths Activities – week beginning 22nd June 2020 
 
 
 

What you are 
learning to do 

Suggested activities you can do 

Subtract 2-digit 
from 2-digit 
numbers by 
counting up 

 What you need: 
 Paper, pencil and scissors. Suitable device to access the internet.  
 What you do: 

Ask your child to write on their paper a 1-digit number. Then ask your child to immediately show you on their fingers the 
number that goes with the number they have written to make 10. If they show you the correct number of fingers, they 
get a point. Keep playing until your child gets 10 points. 
Next write 26 and 32 on a piece of paper. Ask your child Which is larger? Which is smaller? Agree that 26 is less than 
32. Write 32 – 26 =. Tell your child that this number sentence asks us what the difference is between 32 and 26. How 
much more is thirty-two than twenty-six. Emphasise that 32 subtract 26 can be read as: How much bigger is 32 than 26. 

 Draw  and show a jump of 4 to get to 30, then a jump of 2 to get to 32. Ask your child to add 
the jumps together (4+2=6) and say ‘the difference between 32 and 26 is 6. Then repeat with the pairs of numbers 45 
and 31, 72 and 68. Once your child is confident ask them to select their own pairs of numbers and do the activity with 
your support. 

Multiply two 
numbers using 
counting in steps 
of 2, 3, 4, 5 and 10 

What you need: 

Pencil and paper.  
What you do: 

Write down 6 × 2 =. Ask your child how we can read this. Say We can say six lots of two, or six twos. 
Point out that the best way to work this out is to use ‘clever counting’. Say You are good at counting in twos, so we can 
count six twos easily. Together, count in 2s, holding up one finger for each number in the count to 12. Six twos (wave 
your six fingers) are twelve. Next Write down 8 × 5. Show how we can use clever counting to solve this as well. We can 
easily count in fives. Ask your child how many 5s we will need to count. Yes, eight fives. In unison, count, five, ten, 
fifteen ... up to 40, holding up one finger for each number in the count. Eight fingers, eight fives. Eight fives are forty. 
Write 8 × 5 = 40. Then try it with counting in 4s for 4x4 and, if your child is confident, try 6s for 6x6. 
Finally copy this table and support your child as they try to complete it! 

 



Solve 
division 
problems 
using 
repeated 
addition by 
counting in 
steps of 2, 3, 
5 and 10 

What you need: 

A device to access the internet. Pencil and paper. Multiple of 5 up to 60, each one on a small square of paper 
What you do: 

Watch https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/supermovers/ks1-maths-the-5-times-table/zhbm47h  

Next Write down 7 × 5 = ☐ and ask your child to read this. Seven lots of five, or seven fives. Remind your child how we 

can do this. We can use clever counting. 
Count in 5s, raising one finger for each number in the count until you have raised seven fingers. That is thirty-five. Write 
7 × 5 = 35. 

Write down ☐ × 5 = 15. Read this together. How many fives is fifteen? Remind your child how we use clever counting. 

Five, ten, fifteen (three fingers standing). So three fives is fifteen. Encourage your child to see that we can write ‘3’ in 
the missing number box. 

Write down ☐ × 3 = 18 and read it together. How many threes is eighteen? 

Next shuffle multiples of 5 cards and place them face down. Your child takes a card from the pile and then writes a 
division using e.g. 45 ÷ 5 =. They work out the division using clever counting and check that it is correct. They then 
place that card face up beside the pile. Then they take another card from the pile and repeat the process until all the 
cards have been used. Repeat for multiples of 10 and 3 if your child is confident. 

 

These activities are not compulsory, please do not feel that you have to do all or even any of them. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/supermovers/ks1-maths-the-5-times-table/zhbm47h

